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Alleviating the impact of COVID
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Enable

• Set up teams: Content, implementation and monitoring, IT support
• Set up guardrails for success and agree on necessary trade-offs
• Survey to determine student access to phone and data; fill gaps to ensure equity (help parents with data, use IVR)

Design

• Decide platform/device for delivering content (WhatsApp, IVR) 
• Agree on a curriculum framework with Grade level learning Objectives
• Centrally house the content: Peepul Resource Hub on MS One Drive (Now also a google web page)
• Curate content aligned to our learning framework and create content to fill gaps (Voice notes, videos, short, bite-sized 

modules)

Execute

• Clear, step-by-step communications
• Quick need-based training
• Setting high expectations
• Pilots done at every stage to ensure success; issues ironed out before roll-out

Improve

• Identify and monitor key indicators of implementation: responses from children; satisfaction surveys from 
children and parents; teacher surveys to understand training needs and blocks

• Ensure SEN and more vulnerable children have extra support
• New ideas for better absorption: e.g. broadcast for differentiation
• Make critical decisions regarding assessments to measure absorption, retention, progress
• Keep doing checks for quality
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We designed our approach to the challenges faced on ground (1/2)

Even when children have access to mobile phones with internet, parents have data limits and financial 
limitations.

Keep the size of the module light and send only one video in a week so that all available data is not used 
up at once. 

Not all parents have the time or capacity to deal with children’s homework. Our timings and parents’ timings 
may not match, causing stress

Send work to children only 3 times a week, on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, keeping the intervening 
days to resolve issues and give feedback. 

There is a plethora of content out there as a lot has been made available by various organisations in their bid to 
help children and teachers. But not all of it may be useful or easy for children to absorb.

Teachers curate available content. Teachers spend their time connecting with children and create 
additional content when they feel the need to close gaps, by adding a worksheet or a voice note in 
explanation when they feel children need help to comprehend the material.
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We designed our approach to the challenges faced on ground (2/2)

Not all children have access to a phone, which means that despite our best efforts we are unable to reach some 
of our children. Also, this method of teaching is slow and difficult for some children. 

If we teach new content, we run the risk of excluding several children, leading to a cohort with widely varying 
levels when the schools re-open. This will require a lot of remedial work when the schools reopen and cause 
grave difficulties as there would be too many gaps to fill.

Review the content from 2019-20, rather than start new content for 2020-21 immediately. Plan a learning 
framework that covers all the important foundational concepts that children need to know in order to be 
ready for their next class.
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1
Create group 

!ुप बनाएं

2
Parent Orientation           
पेर,ट ओ/रएंटेशन

3
Learning material flow  
1श2ण साम!ी 7वाह

4
Sharing Homework           
होमवक<  साझा करना

5
Feedback 7>त@Aया

6

Follow-up    अनवुतD

We have structured a six-step guide for teachers to run online 
classes on WhatsApp
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Glimpses from our work
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Early impact statistics

526 545 552

332

451 446

Week 1 Day 2 Week 2 Day 2 Week 4 day 1

63% 83%

With persistent follow-
ups and engaging 

content, we have been 
able to reach 552 children 
on Whatsapp and engage 

446.

A further 100 is engaged 
on IVR

Reached
Engaged

xx Response 
rate

81%
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12 Student Survey on Reach and Teach
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Reach & Teach: Wider Reach 
Alleviating the impact of COVID

Peepul is helping the South Delhi Municipal Corporation (SDMC, 
with ~6000 teachers and ~250,000 students) in reaching out to 
its students through parents’ phones and the internet to provide 
them with quality education.

Exciting, attractive and relevant material curated and created by Peepul teachers

These digital lessons can also be supported by parents

Sent in a systematic and easy-to-understand manner

This support to SDMC is basis our learnings in Reach & Teach for the 1100 students 
in our own Exemplar Partnership Schools
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